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Eusociality represents an extreme form of social behavior characterized by a
reproductive division of labor. Eusociality necessarily evolved through kin selection,
which requires interactions among related individuals. However, many eusocial taxa
also show cooperation between non-kin groups, challenging the idea that cooperative
actions should only occur among relatives. This review explores the causes and
consequences of non-kin cooperation in ants. Ants display a diversity of behaviors
that lead to non-kin cooperation within and between species. These interactions occur
among both reproductive and non-reproductive individuals. The proximate and ultimate
mechanisms leading to non-kin cooperative interactions differ substantially depending
on the biotic and abiotic environment. We end this review with directions for future
research and suggest that the investigation of non-kin cooperative actions provides
insight into processes leading to social evolution.

Keywords: conflict, cooperation, haplometrosis, parabiosis, mutualism, polygyny, pleometrosis, foundress
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INTRODUCTION

Cooperation is a fundamental part of life and occurs among entities at all levels of biological
organization (Maynard Smith and Szathmary, 1998). A general evolutionary definition of
cooperation is a behavior which benefits another individual, and which has been selected for
because of its positive effects on both participants (after West et al., 2007b). Thus, the focal social
behaviors must have evolved at least partially because of the fitness benefits that they produce (West
et al., 2007b). These fitness benefits can be either direct or indirect. Direct fitness benefits refer to
gains in a focal individual’s own reproductive success. Indirect fitness benefits result from increased
reproductive success for relatives of the cooperating individual (Hamilton, 1964).

Cooperation within species of eusocial insects usually occurs between relatives. That is,
the stereotypical lifestyle for a eusocial insect colony is that of a cooperative, family group
(Hölldobler and Wilson, 1990; Ross and Matthews, 1991; Hughes et al., 2008). A “standard” eusocial
hymenopteran colony is often headed by a single queen who produces the worker offspring that
cooperate to build the nest, rear the young, forage, etc. The workers do not gain direct benefits
for such actions, since they are (more or less) sterile. Instead, they receive indirect benefits by
cooperating because they rear related offspring that will pass on their genes. This familial system
of cooperation and reproductive altruism can evolve because the nestmates are related. If they
were not, then such cooperative systems with reproductive altruists (e.g., sterile workers) could
not evolve (Kay et al., 2020).

Surprisingly, eusocial insects sometimes engage in non-kin cooperative behaviors
(Jackson, 2007; Helantera et al., 2009; Leniaud et al., 2009; Lehmann and Rousset, 2010;
Moffett, 2012; Boomsma and d’Ettorre, 2013; Hakala et al., 2020; Ostwald et al., 2021). Such actions
are unexpected because eusocial insects are the paradigm of kin cooperative actions. Nevertheless,
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cooperative behaviors among non-kin occur in several different
contexts. Such interactions require careful examination and
explanations, because they would seem to contradict traditional
models of cooperation in these taxa.

The purpose of this review is to examine non-kin cooperative
behaviors in ants. We define non-kin here as associations where
relatedness is low (e.g., zero or near zero), and consequently
there are little to no indirect benefits from helping relatives. We
discuss cases were non-kin cooperation may occur within species.
Such situations encompass most well-studied and well-known
examples of intraspecific cooperation between non-relatives. In
addition, we extend our review to include unusual instances of
cooperation among non-kin that occur in species with unusual
genetic systems. We also consider cases of interspecific behaviors
as instances of non-kin cooperative actions. The causes and
consequences of interspecific cooperation differ from those for
intraspecific cooperation, thereby providing useful points of
comparison. Finally, we provide suggestions for areas of future
research in non-kin cooperation (West et al., 2021).

Our review specifically focuses on non-kin cooperation in
ants. Ants are perhaps the most well-studied eusocial insects in
terms of taxonomic breadth (Hölldobler and Wilson, 1990), and
diverse examples of non-kin cooperative actions in ants have
been identified (Figure 1). We discuss several of these examples
to understand the proximate causes and ultimate consequences
of these cooperative interactions. Overall, the study of non-kin
cooperation in ants provides great insight into the evolution of
social actions in animal societies.

NON-KIN COOPERATION AMONG ANT
QUEENS

Most ant colonies are headed by a single reproductive queen (i.e.,
monogyne colonies), which is the likely ancestral condition for
eusocial Hymenoptera generally (Hughes et al., 2008). However,
multiple-queen (polygyne) colonies are common in ants and
polygyny has evolved independently in nearly every ant subfamily
(Hölldobler and Wilson, 1977; Keller, 1993). However, the exact
number of times polygyny has evolved in ants, or the number
of species that are polygyne, has not been quantified to our
knowledge. Polygyny can arise through a variety of mechanisms
including the recruitment of sisters from within the nest, the
adoption of unrelated queens from other nests, and from newly
mated queens cooperating to start new colonies (Hölldobler and
Wilson, 1977; Figure 2). In this section, we discuss the ecology
and evolution of polygyny, particularly as it relates to associations
of non-kin queens. Such non-kin associations actually represent
a fundamentally important part of the lifecycle of many ants.

Primary Polygyny
In many ant species, unrelated queens initiate colonies in groups,
a process known as pleometrosis (Hölldobler and Wilson, 1977).
These associations among reproductives are taxonomically
widespread with examples in all four of the largest ant subfamilies
(Ponerinae, Myrmicinae, Dolichoderinae, and Formicinae)
(Bernasconi and Strassmann, 1999). The proximate mechanisms

leading to queen aggregations are not well known and may
be diverse. For example, queens may be attracted to the same
microhabitats thereby ending up in the same location to establish
a new nest (Tschinkel and Howard, 1983). Queens may also
form pleometrotic assemblages by searching out other queens
as suggested for some populations of the weaver ant, Oecophylla
smaragdina (Peeters and Andersen, 1989; Crozier et al., 2010). It
is even possible that queens locate each other using pheromones
or other attractants (Aron and Deneubourg, 2020).

Natural selection will favor traits that lead to pleometrotic
associations when the success of independent colony founding
(haplometrosis) is very low (Shaffer et al., 2016; Haney and
Fewell, 2018); independent colony founding rates are indeed
estimated to be less than 1% in many ant species (Hölldobler
and Wilson, 1990; Aron and Deneubourg, 2020). The formation
of pleometrotic associations would therefore be driven by
mutualism; kin selection (i.e., relatedness) would not necessarily
play a role. Instead, an individual queen’s direct fitness would
be higher, on average, by joining a group than if she founded
a colony independently. Similarly, groups should allow other
queens to join as long as individual fitness increases with queen
number and provided that group size does not reach a point of
diminishing returns.

There are a number of benefits to pleometrotic associations
(Bernasconi and Strassmann, 1999; Ostwald et al., 2021; Teggers
et al., 2021), notably the ability to produce workers more
quickly than through haplometrosis. Many species that form
pleometrotic associations are highly territorial, and workers from
established colonies may destroy or raid incipient colonies in
their immediate vicinity. Quickly producing a large worker
force will therefore increase forging, protect the colony, and
increase the success of the focal colony’s own raids. In addition,
cooperating queens may display division of labor if they vary in
their tendency to perform specific behaviors such as excavation
(Helms Cahan and Fewell, 2004); by performing tasks such as
digging, taking care of brood, and foraging in parallel, overall
efficiency is increased during the critical stage of colony founding.

In some cases, pleometrotic associations may lead to
permanently polygyne colonies (Figure 2). That is, the initial
associations of unrelated queens persist through colony
ontogeny. The proximate mechanisms leading to such
associations have been investigated in some ant taxa (Clark
and Fewell, 2014; Helmkampf et al., 2016; Overson et al., 2016;
Shaffer et al., 2016; Eriksson et al., 2019; Masoni et al., 2019; Aron
and Deneubourg, 2020). Despite the initial benefits of primary
polygyny, it is believed to be relatively rare for pleometrotic
associations to result in permanent polygyny (Hölldobler and
Wilson, 1990; Bernasconi and Strassmann, 1999; Eriksson et al.,
2019). While queens exist peacefully at the onset of pleometrotic
associations, colony members may no longer tolerate each
other after workers emerge. Queens may fight directly leading
to a single, surviving reproductive, or queens may compete
indirectly during production of their first brood (Teggers et al.,
2021). For example, Solenopsis invicta fire ant queens vary in
weight loss during reproduction in pleometrotic associations.
These differences are associated with success as heavy queens
are more likely to survive fights (Bernasconi and Keller, 1996;
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FIGURE 1 | Examples of ants that exhibit non-kin associations or variation in queen number along a continuum of relatedness. (A) Solenopsis invicta queens form
polygyne colonies consisting of unrelated queens (photo credit: Haolin Zeng). (B) Pogonomyrmex californicus queens from a polygynous population (photo credit:
Elizabeth Cash). (C) An association of over 20 Oecophylla smaragdina collected in Darwin, Australia from a rolled leaf where they had enclosed themselves (photo
credit: Andrew Suarez). (D) Trophilaxis between Camponotus and Crematogaster workers in a parabiotic relationship in Malaysia (photo credit: Florian Menzel).

Bernasconi et al., 1997). Queens in pleometrotic associations of a
variety of species will eat each other’s eggs. This behavior not only
increases their food intake, but also reduces worker production
of rivals. Thus, queens may be preparing for fighting even while
cooperating to start a new colony. Workers may also take part in
the culling of queens, their eggs, or larvae. In S. invicta, workers
do not treat their mother differently from other unrelated
queens within the association, and may directly or indirectly
participate in the destruction of their own mother. In Lasius and
Messor, larvae eat eggs but there is no evidence that they can
discriminate between related and unrelated eggs (Urbani, 1991).
Thus, selection for direct kin helping in pleometrotic associations
apparently does not occur. Given the lack of permanent polygyny
in most pleometrotic species, a case could be made that these
associations could be described as facultative or even competitive
rather than cooperative.

Secondary Polygyny
Polygyny in ants typically occurs through secondary adoption
of queens as the colony ages (Boomsma et al., 2014; Figure 2).
Secondary polygyny, therefore, often leads to permanently
polygyne nests. The proximate mechanisms leading to secondary
polygyny likely differ from those that lead to primary polygyny
in pleometrotic associations. However, we know surprisingly

little about the proximate mechanisms leading to polygyne
colonies and variation in polygyny within and among species.
An exception is fire ants in the genus Solenopsis, where genetic
variation at a large supergene plays a decisive role in the
formation of polygyne nests (Krieger and Ross, 2005; Gotzek,
2007; Arsenault et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2020). In this case,
workers behave differently toward queens of distinct supergene
genotypes; this behavioral variation ultimately only leads to
the acceptance of queens possessing heterozygous genotypes in
polygyne colonies. The genes within the supergene influence
the cues and behaviors used for this genetic discrimination
(Fletcher and Blum, 1983) possibly through chemically mediated
cues (Eliyahu et al., 2011; Trible and Ross, 2016) leading
to an unusual green-beard phenomenon in this species
(Keller and Ross, 1998).

The ultimate factors responsible for the evolution of polygyny
have been more widely considered than the proximate factors
(Keller, 1993). In particular, as with primary polygyny, selection
will favor secondary polygyny when having multiple queens
enhances colony success (Boulay et al., 2014) or if there is a low
likelihood that queens can found colonies independently (Keller,
1991). For example, predation, nest site limitation, intraspecific
competition, and nest raiding can select for queens to join
established colonies. However, there could be selection against
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FIGURE 2 | Mechanisms leading to variation in colony-queen number in ants over time. Non-kin queen associations occur when alates from different nests come
together to start new colonies (pleometrosis through independent colony founding) or when unrelated queens are adopted into existing colonies (secondary
polygyny). Modified from Hölldobler and Wilson (1977).

queens and workers within existing colonies from allowing
new queens to join. Polygyny can increase competition for
resources and lead to conflict over reproduction among queens;
an increase in queen number is often associated with a decrease
in individual reproductive output. Moreover, polygyny decreases
relatedness among nestmates, which reduces indirect benefits to
workers and potentially increases intracolonial conflict. In many
ants, polygyny is associated with “budding” reproduction where
groups of queens establish new nests accompanied by a large
retinue of workers (Cronin et al., 2013; Ellis and Robinson, 2014).
Ants that found colonies by budding rather than independently
also tend to invest less in the condition of each reproductive,
which are subsequently no longer capable of founding colonies
without the help of workers (Peeters and Ito, 2001).

It is likely the environment plays a strong role in determining
where polygyny can occur and if queen condition restricts
independent colony founding (Heinze and Tsuji, 1995; Purcell
et al., 2015). Colonies should accept new queens if there is a
strong likelihood that a colony will lose its own reproductive.
This leads to a prediction that queen adoption, particularly from
within the nest, should be more likely as a colony ages or as the
current queen(s) condition worsens. Recruitment of new queens
will also be selected for if the new queens introduce benefits to the
colony such as those associated with increased genetic diversity
generally. For example, workers in genetically diverse colonies
may be more polymorphic, undertake a greater range of tasks,
or better resist disease (Schwander et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2008;
Schluns and Crozier, 2009; but see Fournier et al., 2008).

Under most circumstances, however, colonies should only
accept relatives as new queens. Queens in most polygyne species
are related, indicating that queen recruitment occurs from
within the nest (Sundström et al., 2005). However, some ants
have colonies that contain unrelated queens, indicating that
non-nestmate recruitment occurs (Kummerli and Keller, 2007;

Seppa et al., 2012; Sorger et al., 2017; Brodetzki et al., 2020;
Hakala et al., 2020). Such associations lead to non-kin
cooperation among nestmates and, in these circumstances,
would seem to be evolutionarily problematic.

Polygyny is overrepresented in invasive or tramp ant species
(Heinze and Tsuji, 1995); in these cases, having large numbers of
queens is linked to a variety to mechanisms that likely contribute
to colony success (Holway et al., 2002; Boulay et al., 2014; Eyer
and Vargo, 2021). For example, polygyny is associated with
increased worker production, success of incipient colonies, and
probability of transported propagules containing reproductives
(Holway et al., 2002; Boulay et al., 2014; Bertelsmeier et al.,
2017; Eyer and Vargo, 2021). Introduced species such as the
Argentine ant, Linepithema humile, and little fire ant, Wasmannia
auropunctata, can form expansive supercolonies (Giraud et al.,
2002; Tsutsui and Suarez, 2003; Foucaud et al., 2009; Helantera
et al., 2009). The size of their supercolonies is frequently
associated with disturbance, even within native populations,
suggesting that introduced ants may provide model systems
for understanding widespread cooperation of individuals that
are not direct relatives. Introduced S. invicta fire ants also
form large polygyne colonies that recruit non-nestmate queens
(Goodisman and Ross, 1998). In the US, the monogyne social
form arrived first but has been replaced with polygyne form
indicating some increased success of the polygyne social form
under some circumstances.

UNCONVENTIONAL GENETIC SYSTEMS
AND NON-KIN COOPERATION IN ANTS

An unusual form of non-kin cooperation has been found in some
ant taxa that possess non-standard genetic and reproductive
systems (Fournier et al., 2005; Ohkawara et al., 2006;
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Foucaud et al., 2007; Pearcy et al., 2011; Kronauer et al., 2012;
Eyer et al., 2013; Rabeling and Kronauer, 2013; Okamoto et al.,
2015; Lacy et al., 2019). For example, the longhorn crazy ant,
Paratrechina longicornis, displays an unusual genetic system that
leads to cooperative behaviors among “non-relatives” (Pearcy
et al., 2011). Workers are produced through standard sexual
reproduction between queens and males. However, queens are
produced clonally and are genetically identical to their mothers.
Strangely, males are also produced in a pseudoclonal fashion
and are genetically identical to their fathers (i.e., androgenesis)
(Goudie and Oldroyd, 2018). The mechanisms leading to
androgenesis may be diverse (Goudie and Oldroyd, 2018). But
research suggests that males may be derived from the elimination
of the queen genome from diploid eggs or from fertilization of
eggs lacking the queen genome altogether (Fournier et al., 2005;
Foucaud et al., 2007, 2010; Schwander and Oldroyd, 2016).

The long-term consequence of ant species with odd genetic
systems is that queens, males, and workers within colonies show
substantial genetic differences. Workers are more closely related
to workers from other colonies than they are to their parents or
to their reproductive gyne and male “siblings” from their own
colony (Figure 3). The relatedness dynamics are a bit awkward
in these systems. Nevertheless, these do represent an instance
of non-kin cooperation between the genetically differentiated
worker, queen, and male castes within colonies.

An increasing number of non-standard genetic systems have
been identified in ants in recent years (Eyer et al., 2019; Lacy
et al., 2019). Therefore, it is possible that instances of this type
of non-kin cooperation is even more common than expected.
Non-standard reproductive systems may have evolved because
they prevented certain types of inbreeding. Such systems also
potentially lead to coadapted gene complexes within castes.
However, the ultimate fate of species displaying these unusual
genetic systems remains unclear.

INTERSPECIFIC ASSOCIATIONS IN
ANTS

Research on non-kin associations in ants primarily focuses on
intraspecific unions of queens. However, remarkably, cooperative
associations between ants of different species also occur. For
example, associative behaviors such as trail sharing (Wilson, 1965;
Davidson, 1988) and nest sharing (i.e., parabiosis) (Davidson,
1988; Orivel et al., 1997; Errard et al., 2003; Sanhudo et al., 2008)
can take place between species.

The evolutionary factors that lead to interspecific associations
and cooperation between worker ants may be broadly similar
to those that lead to non-kin interactions within species
(Barker et al., 2017). That is, kin selection cannot be involved
because the interactors are not related (West et al., 2011).
Instead, both cooperating species must gain some direct
benefits so the cooperative action is mutually beneficial (West
et al., 2007a). Under this framework a variety of cooperative
associations are possible.

Ants engaged in parabiotic associations cooperate in a
variety of ways including shared nest defense, trophallaxis, and

FIGURE 3 | The effects of “standard” and “non-standard” genetic systems on
relatedness in ants. (A) Genetics of a standard, monogynous, monandrous
ant. Haplodiploid genetics lead to relatively high relatedness of 0.75 between
female offspring within colonies whereas non-colonymates, such as the
underlined workers, are effectively unrelated. Therefore, individuals are
expected to engage in cooperative behaviors colonymates who are kin.
(B) Unorthodox genetic system found in some ants leads to unusual
relationships. In the case of the long-horned crazy ant, Paratrechina
longicornis, for example, underlined workers are produced by “hybridization”
of genetically differentiated queens and males, whereas queens and males are
effectively cloned. The consequence of this system is that workers in one
colony are ultimately genetically identical to workers in other colonies.
Moreover, workers are unrelated to their male and queen “siblings” within
colonies. The consequences of this type of genetic system on the evolution of
cooperative behaviors are unclear.

communal use of trail pheromones. For example, “ant gardens”
in the Neotropics (Davidson, 1988; Orivel et al., 1997) and
in Asian rainforests (Kaufmann and Maschwitz, 2006; Menzel
and Bluthgen, 2010) are often co-inhabited by species from the
genera Crematogaster and Camponotus (along with a number of
other genera). These associations start when ants collect seeds
of specialized epiphytes or other plants, and incorporate them
into carton or soil where the plants grow to increase the size
and stability of the ant nest. While brood chambers are kept
separate, the rest of the colonies mix freely within the joint nest.
In addition to sharing foraging trails to plant-based resources
(Menzel et al., 2010), both species will defend the nest although
larger Camponotus tend to exhibit the majority of the defensive
behaviors (Menzel and Bluthgen, 2010).

Fungus growing ants also exhibit a variety of parabiotic
associations (Sanhudo et al., 2008; Adams et al., 2013). For
example, Megalomyrmex “guest ants” were originally thought
to be social parasites of fungus growing ants due to their
negative effect on host colony growth and garden biomass
(Adams et al., 2012). However, Megalomyrmex ants apparently
provide some benefits because they prevent raids by the
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genus Gnamptogenys, which are specialized agro-predators
and are a high source of mortality to Trachymyrmex and
Sericomyrmex fungus growing ants (Dijkstra and Boomsma,
2003). Megalomyrmex patrol the nests of their host and prevent
raids by producing an alkaloid venom that is both highly toxic to
the raiders as well as disrupts their nestmate recognition system
(Adams et al., 2013).

Parabiotic associations are interesting as they highlight
beneficial consequences of having an environmental or learned,
as opposed to strictly “genetic,” nest-mate recognition system
(Menzel et al., 2008; Emery, 2013; Neupert et al., 2018). They
are also fascinating models to study the context dependent
nature of species interactions (e.g., parasitism vs. cooperation)
(Adams et al., 2013; Menzel et al., 2014). As with queen
associations, parabiotic and plesiobiotic associations may be
driven by nest site limitation (Kanizsai et al., 2013), although
more work is needed to understand how and why these
associations evolve.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A great deal of important research has been conducted in
the study of non-kin cooperation in ants. For example, the
use of genetic markers has given us insight into the general
frequency and distribution of non-kin cooperative activities.
Experimental work has yielded important information on the
behaviors that govern non-kin cooperation in some settings.
Theoretical discussions have also provided insight into the
processes that govern the evolution of cooperative interactions.
However, despite these advances, there is still a great deal
that remains to be understood about non-kin cooperation in
ants. Below, we outline eight areas that should be a priority
for future study.

1. Proximate mechanisms: Additional research is needed on
understanding the proximate mechanisms involved in
non-kin cooperation. What sensory modalities operate in
non-kin interactions? How do these modalities function?
What cognitive processes occur during kin vs. non-kin
cooperation and discrimination? How are these processes
shaped by developmental factors including experience?

2. Invasive ants: Native and introduced populations of
ants often display major differences in social structure,
with many invasive ants showing non-kin cooperation.
However, more research is needed on understanding
patterns of cooperation in native vs. invasive ants. Indeed,
for many species, we have yet to identify the native source
of introduced populations to make such comparisons. We
still need fundamental information such as the relatedness
of queens and workers in native populations. We also need
to learn if changes in social structure are the consequence
of increased costs associated with colony founding or
whether they result from genetic changes associated with
the invasion process.

3. Cheating: Evolutionary theory suggests that many types
of non-kin cooperation should be susceptible to cheating.

For example, selection should favor the ability of workers
to discriminate between related vs. unrelated queens.
So, can we determine if cheating occurs? Does non-
kin cooperation involve enforcement mechanisms or
conflict? Can we identify and experimentally manipulate
recognition cues such as cuticular hydrocarbons to “cause”
nepotistic interactions? We also need to learn what
genetic systems underlie recognition processes. And, if
environmental nest mate recognition is susceptible to
cheating, why have genetic-based nest-mate recognition
systems not evolved?

3. Social parasitism: The presence of unrelated queens
within ant nests sets up potentially interesting dynamics.
For example, unrelated new queens could be viewed as
social parasites within the colony. Thus, the evolutionary
persistence of such colonies represents somewhat
of a puzzle. Can polygyny select for variation in
queen morphology (e.g., ergatoids queens)? Is queen
polymorphism a first step toward parasitism? Can genetic
changes be identified that are associated with parasitic
behaviors?

4. Variation in queen number: Many ants, such as some
species in the genera Formica, Leptothorax, Linepithema,
Myrmica, and Solenopsis, are polygyne for part of their
life cycle, or show variation in queen number among
colonies or seasonally within colonies. What determines
how many queens a colony has? What are the proximate
mechanisms involved in determining queen number? And
does colony queen number actually match evolutionary
expectations?

5. Parabiosis: Interspecific cooperative actions between ant
species is of considerable interest. Indeed, parabiosis may
be common, but is understudied. We need more research
aimed at understanding how often interspecific ant
cooperation occurs. What types of cooperative interactions
occur between species? What are the fitness consequences?
How often do the interactions change from cooperative to
parasitic?

6. Genetics: Mapping phenotype to genotype has been a core
goal for many evolutionary biologists. But understanding
how genetic variation leads to behavioral variation is
difficult. Future studies should seek to understand how
genetic variation is linked to variation in cooperative
actions. For example, recently, “supergenes”—large non-
recombining regions of the genome– have been found to
be involved in social evolution in a variety of taxa. Do such
supergenes underlie certain types of polygyny and lead to
non-kin cooperation? If so, what genes are involved in
these behaviors and how do they evolve?

7. Environment: Theory has provided abundant explanations
for how environmental variation should affect non-kin
cooperation. However, we have a poor understanding of
how and when the environment selects for pleometrotic
associations. Thus, more experimental research is needed
to understand exactly what environmental conditions lead
to cooperative actions.

8. Distribution/Phylogeny: Non-kin cooperation is patchily
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distributed. So why does non-kin cooperation occur in
some species but not others? What evolutionary pressures
differ in these cases? And what proximate mechanisms
allow non-kin cooperation to occur in only some taxa?
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